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But illegitimate offspring are exceedingly unfaithful to their origins.
Their fathers, after all, are inessential.
—Donna Haraway,
A Cyborg Manifesto

Cyborgs don‘t have origin stories; neither do we. But we are that illegitimate
offspring: we met as a collective of dividuals in The Seminar open to students and non-students alike. Throughout our research together, we explored
postmodernism, capitalist realism, cyberfeminism, cyberpunk artefacts, and
watched lots of anime and youtube until kicked out of classroom 301.
Though this zine does not represent a product of The Seminar, it is an amalgamated spawning: in striving to reject the structures of traditional academia
and in favour of de-institutionalization, the various pieces included within
are an open process, works-in-progress, DIY responses to theoretical interrogations — not formal end, yet nonetheless nodes in a non-linear web.
Our aim is to represent a multiplicity of perspectives, but we acknowledge
that our ghosts are limited by our shells: so please, we welcome you to join in
on our conversation, scribble away in our margins, re(over)write our content
— unravel, undo, continue — make this shit a hot mess.

reach us at
aaronhasacar@protonmail.com
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Have you ever danced with someone over text?

Do you really need your everyday identity in cyber
space? What for? For getting “personal” advertising on Facebook and making the company even richer? Don’t you want to play? Have you
ever thought about the Internet as the Floating
World? Don’t you want to play? Try to free yourself from the restrictions of your material shell
and wear a cybermask. Start playing now!
Can you be just words?
Words rushing through the cyberspace
and through fiber optic cables.
Radiating pixels on a smartphone screen?
A vibrating notification miles and miles away.
Can you be your words?
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the
future
of cyberpunk
THE
FUTURE
OF CYBERPUNK
By Verónica Mota aka Espectra Negra (2020)

The history of punk began with people of color getting out there and screaming
loud what rebellion and change were about. The Afro-American Sister Rosetta
Tharpe is the grandmother of Punk & Rock 'n Roll who has not been credited yet
as she should have for her enormous legacy. Bands such as Los Saicos from
Peru, Death from Detroit and The Stooges from Michigan were the true pioneers
of Punk, term borrowed from prison slang and first used to described aggressive
Garage Rock from the 60s. Later on in the 70s The Sex Pistols and The Ramones
established Punk as a new music genre and powerful cultural expression in
Europe and the US giving visibility and rebelling against Glamour and Hard
Rock. Many bands like Crass, The Slits, The Exploited, Bad Brains, Dead
Kennedys and Bikini Kill, among many others, will then rock on up until today.
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considered a toxic menace, a social virus. There were different punk corners:
considered a toxic menace, a social virus. There were different punk corners:
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the drunks, the junkies, the working class, the anarcho-punks, the feminists,
the sex workers, the animal rights front, the creatives, the punk nerds, and
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many more. Even though there were different approaches in Punk all of them
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shared something in common: the strong desire to question and destroy what
shared something in common: the strong desire to question and destroy what
was destroying them as human beings. Religious views, family structures,
was destroying them as human beings. Religious views, family structures,
patriarchy, sexism, political parties, the police, the military, the health care
patriarchy, sexism, political parties, the police, the military, the health care
system, and, for best and worse, the economic order we know.
system, and, for best and worse, the economic order we know.
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Thanks to writing machines, text printers, cinema and recorded sound
many critical minds spread radical thinking in the last century using all these
mediums above. From German Expressionism (Metropolis,1927), Situationism
(1957) & Science Fiction (Stalker,1979) to Utopian (Ursula K. Le Guin) and
Dystopian Futures (1984, George Orwell). The archive of critical human
knowledge inspired deeply young defiant subjects identified as Punks who will
become the social outlaws who hold what was about to come.
It all began with the Do It Yourself (DIY) attitude including music,
extreme body dress codes, zines, comics, self-recorded cassettes, record shops,
rebellious and dark authors as well as a clear idea of what chaos, destruction,
critical thinking and fun meant. Punk was a breaking point, a slap on the face, a
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work and self-exploitation is the new hipster (Byung-Chul Han), a silent
violence eating the human soul and turning us all into a pity full battery (The
Matrix), a new form of social control based on a pharmaceutical and a very
profitable system that keeps people co-dependent to synthetic psychotropic
drugs, mostly anti-depressants, a very effective ensemble of new micro
prosthetic mechanisms of control of subjectivity due to oppressive narratives of
the “normal” and pathological sexual identities (Paul B. Preciado), a natural and
indigenous global Armageddon, and last but worse, a system based on
economical free trade and corporative oligarchy which makes us believe
capitalism is the only viable economic system we can access. An historical
moment in which an ideological resonance makes us believe we have no other
alternative but to conform to capitalism and its perpetual monstrosities (Mark
Fisher).
Is Cyberpunk today possible or are we totally doomed?
Cyberpunk is a virus infecting from within a totalitarian organism. Cyberpunk
is the radical code. Cyberpunk is the dystopian screech and the utopian impulse.
Cyberpunk is the fight for free information and the democratization of
knowledge. Cyberpunk means decentralization of power and mistrust in
authority. Cyberpunk is personal empowerment. Cyberpunk fights against the
Simulated Real. Cyberpunk is Do It Yourself (DIY), think by yourself!
Cyberpunk is to reclaim and inhabit a computer-generated world. Cyberpunk
means emancipatory politics aka politics of self-creation as well as innovation.
Cyberpunk is changing the structures of production and work. Cyberpunk is
extending and expanding human consciousness and sexual identities.
Cyberpunk is a constant mutation, transhumanism, techno-shamanism,
cyborgs and situationism. Cyberpunk is language and computer codes.
Cyberpunk is bio-hacking, post-gender politics, environmental resistance and
rebellion in constant flow. Cyberpunk is cognitive mapping or how the future
can look like. Cyberpunk is Dystopia, Utopia and more. In short, Cyberpunk is
the fight within our global Matrix. The near future is yet unwritten. The red flags
are on. You hold the key, be Cyberpunk!
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Digital Art by Rachel Oyetebu
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2 theorists meet in a bar
Preciado:
I write about what matters most to me, in a language that
doesn’t belong to me. This is what Derrida called the
monolingualism of the other; none of the languages that I
am speaking belong to me, and yet there is no other way to
speak, no other way to love. None of the sexes that I
embody possess any ontological density, and yet there is no
other way of being a body. Dispossessed from the start.
Fisher:
But is this now a terrifying or an exhilarating experience?

Preciado:
Why bother changing your mental state when you can
change your sex or political status? Why change your mood
when you can change your identity?
Fisher:
The most productive way of reading the ‘personal is political’
is to interpret it as saying: the personal is impersonal. It’s
miserable for anyone at all to be themselves (still more, to
be forced to sell themselves). Culture, and the analysis of
culture, is valuable insofar as it allows an escape from
ourselves.
Preciado:
I can’t avoid thinking about the fact that in Spanish, “Hairy
Arm” is called Brazo Peludo, which has the same initials—
BP—as my name. Will I become a hairy arm if I keep on
taking testosterone?
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transdermality

My estradiol comes in spray form. I was advised almost unanimously by friends
and acquaintances to avoid the oral pill form. Apparently it doesn‘t absorb as well
as something that goes more directly to the blood. I don‘t have enough hours in
my day for the gel and the spray was very vocally recommended by one of my students. I took her advice.
My estradiol comes in spray form. The applicator looks like
Dove guest-designed a piece of Star Trek medical equipment.
It was actually designed for menopausal people. Another kind
of hormone replacement therapy. I use it, unaltered, for myself. One woman‘s pharmaceutical intervention is another woman(?)‘s pharmaceutical intervention of a totally different sort.
I place the applicator on my skin and pull the trigger, leaving a
damp patch smelling of alcoholic hand sanitiser. It‘s dried off
within minutes. I‘m not meant to wash that spot for an hour. I
do this three times in different spots each morning. Preferably
on my arms near a vein. Artery? A big blood vessel. I‘m not an
anatomist nor a vampire. I like to do it over my tattoo of Terry
Pratchett‘s Summoning Dark, an eldritch dwarfish curse I‘ve
appropriated into an eldritch gender marker. It feels fitting.

I feel like if I were to rate all the delivery mechanisms I know by how cyberpunk they are, this would be in the top two. There‘s also an injectable form
that sits in your body for several months. That one‘s pretty hardcore. I think
it‘s an appropriated contraceptive. But there‘s something magical about
this spray. It doesn‘t seem possible that it should work. I dampen my arms
for a bit, it evaporates away, and my body, always changing, starts to change
in a different way. The ephemerality is intoxicating. How can this fluid just
penetrate my skin, overcoming the boundaries of my physical self like it‘s
nothing, leave no immediate trace, and still work its magic? Sufficiently advanced science? I feel like a biohacker. Or is this alchemy? Eldritch gender
fluid from a Star Trek prop.

joss jasmine gross
(she/they/sie)

In 1833, a teenage
girl met a machine

It was a futuristic device which seemed to
have dropped into her
world

which she came to regard
at least a century before its time.
„as a friend.“

(sadie plant
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PRECIADO/FISHER
(when will the

/HARAWAY PARENTHESIS
war be over?)

(for the largest number)

(for the dominant number)

(in our hearts)

(at least)
(see, for example, James McTeigue’s 2005 V for Vendetta)

(and re-defined)

(in the case of heroin)

(and struggled with)

(in the case of aspirin)

(self)
(the name I gave myself when I was a kid to get into a boxing club with my father)
(or post-Fordist)
(the laying-off the permanent workforce in order to create a floating
employment pool of part-time and freelance workers without
benefits or job security)
(and that we tend to perceive as non-ideological)(s)

(unconscious) (2008) (and distress)
(with unions in abeyance, utilities and railways denationalized)
(not to mention among women)
(hormones, sperm,

(the graininess of the black-and-white photo makes it impossible to make out the

blood, organs, etc.)
details)
(such as facial fuzz)

/
(distance between the legs,
opening of the eyes,

movement of the eyebrows,
speed of the arms,
fullness of the smile,
etc.)
(inscribes on the body)
(not caused by)
(Affinity: related not by blood but by choice, the appeal of one chemical nuclear

group for another, avidity.)

(in the chemical sense of the term)

controlled)

(feedback-

(unity, basis of unity)

(who has been taking the birth control pill since adolescence)
(hormones, sperm, blood, organs, etc.)
(for those who would resist)
(heterosexual or perverted)
(Laing, Foucault, Deleuze and

Guattari, etc.)

(facade vs. interior,
performance
mind vs. body,
psychological gender vs. chromosomes,
social identity vs. genetics)

vs. anatomy,

(images,

names,

protocols,

legal

(‘feminization’) (with

inscriptions,

architecture,

social services,

or without jobs)
(that is, were forced kicking and screaming to notice)

etc.)
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